HOLLY SHELTER SHOOTING RANGE
GENERAL FIREARMS RULES

• This is a COLD RANGE! All firearms must be unloaded and cased unless safely on the firing line
• All Federal, State and local firearm laws must be obeyed
• Patrons must at ALL times follow the rules and commands of the Range Safety Officer, including but not limited to, timed fire, cease fire, range safety and yellow line restrictions
• No one is allowed to discharge a firearm from any location other than the designated firing line
• Safety glasses and hearing protection must be worn at all times by shooters and spectators while the range is HOT.
• Food, beverages and smoking are prohibited under the range shelter
• ALWAYS keep the firearm pointed in a safe direction
• ALWAYS keep your finger off the trigger until ready to shoot
• ALWAYS know your target and what is beyond
• Shoot only at the target in front of your lane; cross lane firing is prohibited
• Only paper targets are allowed and must be placed on the target stands.
• Use only correct ammunition for your firearm
• All persons, belongings, targets, ammunition and firearms are to remain forward of the YELLOW LINE while on the firing line. This is to permit a fast, uninterrupted path for the Range Safety Officer should an emergency arise
• Firing a firearm from the hip is prohibited. This includes pistol grip shotguns
• Hand to hand transfers of firearms on the firing line is prohibited. If you want to pass a firearm to another shooter, place the firearm on the firing line bench and step back. Then the other shooter may step forward and pick up the firearm
• Do not remove a jammed or malfunctioning firearm from the firing line without the Range Safety Officer’s approval. If you have a jam or malfunction and can safely correct the issue while keeping the firearm pointed downrange, then do so. If assistance is needed from the Range Safety Officer, while keeping the firearm pointed downrange in a safe direction, raise your non-shooting hand to alert the Range Safety Officer that assistance is needed.
• Steel Core, Tracer or Incendiary Ammunition is prohibited on any range
• 50 BMG or Larger Caliber firearms are prohibited on any range
• Range Safety Officers have the right to inspect any firearms and/or ammunition at any time
• If the command “CEASE FIRE” is given; stop shooting immediately. Keep your firearm pointed downrange in a safe direction. Remove your finger from the trigger and place your finger outside of the trigger guard. If your firearm has a magazine, remove magazine. Unload firearm. Place firearm on the bench. Step back behind the YELLOW LINE and wait for further instructions from the Range Safety Officer
• DO NOT HANDLE FIREARMS WHILE SOMEONE IS DOWN RANGE!
• Stand behind the bench rest or firing line while targets are being hung or checked
• When going down range to put up or remove targets, stay on the walkways to and from targets
• Please clean up your area after you finish shooting. Please place your spent casings, shotgun shells, trash in the appropriate marked container
• All range users (shooters and visitors) are personally responsible for range safety. If you have a question concerning range rules or safety, please ask a Range Safety Officer. They will be happy to assist you.
• If you observe any unsafe conditions, report them immediately to staff
• Anyone displaying unsafe actions on the range will be asked to correct their behavior. Continued disregard for safety violations will result in removal from the range
• NO REFUNDS